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CONVERSATION BETWEEN
PALOMA BOSQU Ê AND
LUIZA T EIXEIRA DE FREITAS
(orlginally in Brazilian Portuguese)

LTF: 1 want to begin our conversation by mentioning something thot hos
come up quite a lot in ali of our conversations: your strong connect,on
with plants, w1th green, with nature. 1 feel they are important to you.
For me this has a certain analogy to the sublime, to someth ing kind of
transcendental. On the other hand, when we think that you live in a c1ty
that is a tru e concrete jungle (São Paulo), 1 also think of it as a kind of
refuge. Con you talk about the influence of nature in your life and work
- since it's something that seems inseparable from your artistic practice
to me ... ?

PB: A concrete jungle is still a jungle.
As I see it, there is no clear distinction between bodi es in the world.
1 see

this very clearly in my work on a daily basis.

ln the sarne way, 1 don't feel that this nature to which you refer is a place
of reference, transcendence or sublimation.

1 surround

myself with plants

because I think that a part of me is a plant.
1 mean,

a large part of me shares a lot of what these beings called

plants have in them. So it is not a relationship with something externa!,
it is more of a process of identification.
Within this process of observation and recognition I perceive an intense
and constant cycle of birth-d eath-putrefaction-birth.
ln the mechanics of tropical natur·e - my first experience of nature things are in a constant state of transformation, everything decays very
quickly and is born very quickly too. ln thi s state, everything needs to be
constantly remade, nothing remains unchanged.
1 am particu larly interested in the state of things at the border·line of this

transformation. A kind of "in-between" moment.
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LTF: Could you develop th1s idea of the works at the borderline of th eir state
of transformation a l1ttle further?

PS: Th1s borderline situation pervades almost ali the thinking behind the
work.
The title of my first exhibition was " Um ponto antes" (A Step Under),
which refers to that key moment when a thing exists but has not yet
become a recognisable sign, that is, the kind of borderline state that
exists at the moment between a certain event and 1ts 1nclusion with in
some category capable of being recognised and framed . lt's kind of an
operation to freeze that in-between moment.
There is another project in which th1s is very clear, called

··o

lncômodo"

(The Unsettling), which took place in 2015 at Pivô in São Paulo.
Here the opening of the exhibition was the starting point for a process
which consisted , briefly, of the im possibil ity of the sculptures made from
Gum Rosin to conform to the structure imposed by the rectangular
moulds in which they wer e cast. Over time, the straight-cornered
orthogonal blocks begin to give way as a result of the relationship
between the molecular movement of the material and the force of
gravity affecting it. The four sculptures of the exhibition have settled
differently over time. The pieces were concomitantly yield ing and
adapting but never teared apart.

LTF: But I don't think it's a subversive understanding of nature that
underlies your work, but rather an under sta nd ing of an almost
tranquillising nature. What do you th ink?

PB: Tranquillising in the sense of relieving pain? 1 think it 's more an idea
of impermanence and constant negotiation.

LTF: Not so much of pain relief, more inducive of a trance-like state ...
ln any case, changing the focus of the conversation a little, you give very
precise examples of nature's victories over civilisation (or attempts at
civilisation), and in your descriptions what stands out is th e idea of failure.
1 wanted

to expan d on this idea of failure in art. From triai and errar,

your work has a lot of that too : attempts, choices , triais . You are olways
active: seeing, testing, experimenting. Could you talk a little about th e
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ideas of failure and frustration in the production of a work and how it
may or may not be productive? Why do you speak of nature as possible
subversion - and the work of art? Is it not also possibly a subversion?

PB: Perhaps the artistic impulse and the willingness to live according
to this impulse are attitudes that are somehow considered subversive.
However, most of the time, the work resulting from th is process ends up
in one way or another getting sucked up into mar ket mechanisms and
subjected to a logic that is diametrically opposed to its original impulse.
lf there is anything subversive, it may be some sort of "disturbing
element" that appears at the moment the work is done. Part of it, if we
are lucky, remains impregnated in the work when it's finished and serves
as a seed of subversion in those who know how to recognise it. Again,
1think th is is a situation of mirroring. lt is necessary for there to be a
process of identification between th ese so-called subversive particles
present in a work and the pe,·son who comes into contact with it.
Fai lure and civilisati on are two curious words. Both belong to a very
specific context and are, in part, for from the environment that I seek to
create to live in.

LTF: Can you expand a little on that?

PB: The idea of civil isation as the result of a process through which
concrete, abstract, and cultural elements of a society are elaborated,
developed, and improved come to correspond only to one type of
society resulting from that process. Specifically the society with a certain
degree of technological , economic and intellectual development that is
typical of modern Western societies.Th is process of appropriation of
the idea of civil isation by societies in Europe and the US has caused and
conti nues to cause immense damage to a category wh ich, in my view,
is much more interesting: humankind. So, especially because of where 1
come from , 1feel compelled to reject that category.
The idea of failure on the other hand may be a little more interesting in
that it challenges another major category - the notion of success .
But triais, choices and tests are processes. Speaking of processes ,
exhibiting the process or putting yourself in a situation that is somehow
open to the paths that the process points to has nothing to do with
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fa1lure or success.
1 seem unable to d1ssoc1ate the d1chotomy of the failure/success concepts
from a mercantile world v1cw that seems to be al1en to the artistic work.
When a work does not "happen", it's not even a work, it becomes
matenal again, 1t melts, it gets disassem bled, wh1Ch doesn't mean it can't
be considercd as bad, weak or that 1n retrospect 1, as an artist.
no longer 1dentify w ith it. But I wouldn't call it fail ure.

LTF: 1 am interested in the success of the work in rel ation to the artist, to
the expectat1ons of the artist. A w hole process that goes from the init1al
concept to the final result, which often doesn't even reach an end point
because it's always mutating.

PB: This 1s what I consider to be a work t hat "ha ppened", that was able
t o be const itut ed as an autonomous body. Some are more complex,
others st ill fledgling. ln my expenence, works are always kind of naughty,
they're playful entities that never meet my expectations. lndeed, they're
born t o chal lenge precisely this expectation. A nd it's in th is kind of dance
between what I expect and what t he process shows me that there's th1s
element of restlessness that will 1mpregnate t he work and pulverise, for
those who know how to see it, th ose so-called subversive elements.

LTF: You're ri ght, 1 th ink fa ilure is actually got more t o do w it h some
kind of frustration. Your work, you r process, the way you express your
ideas, refe r to a process more related to pleasure and ach1evement tha n
t o fa ilure. W ith you I feel there really is a great pleasure 1n the work, 1n
t he act of working, in fi nding soluti ons, in dealing w ith the materiais physically and intellectually.
Would you agree?

PB: Yes . 1 love that this fa mily of thing s that I ch oose t o surround myself
w it h also challenge me on a daily basi s. lt's like playing capoeiro .
But pleasure and frustrat ion go hand in hand. The w ork in t he stud10
can be really frustrating. Frustration is a dnving force.

LTF: When you were talking about success/fa ilure/process , 1 thought
about Bas Jan Ad er, who ended his artist ic career tragically 1n a
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conceptual work that can be regarded either as a great failure or as the
peak of his artistic achievement in every sense, a kind of utopia at its
maximum power.1

PB: There we are talking about a very different context.
ln te rms of art istic achievement, 1 understand t he radical ism at t he root
of the project, t he idea of ret urn and what is most interesting to me:
the crossi ng.
But that project had a certain litera l qualit y t hat bothers me.
On the other hand , it's clea r to me t hat this is an idea t hat comes from
another time, that was only possible at that time.
Was it a failure or a success as a project? 1t hink both.

LTF: Like in the text I shared w it h you from Tacita Dean on Bas Jan A der
"And he fell into the sea"?

PB: lt's a romantic, interesting perspective. The text ment ions return,
challenge, mystery, crossing .
1don't under value the rad ical nature of Bas Jan Ader's act, but I fi nd its
litera l qualit y a bit reductive. 1 mean t hat t he idea of crossing can be
broader than cross ing the sea, the street or whatever. lt is, of course,
beautiful to be exposed to the ultimate consequences. 1 believe it is an
art istic task, but utopia for me is to be found elsewhere.
The borders of countries, the sea as a space of deterritorialised
connection, ali these categories sound so nebulous and even
dangerous to me.
1can only think of refugees boats arriving on the coast of Europe from
Africa in situations of crossing that are equally precarious, or even
more ...
1wond er what an artistic project would be that deals with these
categories, in that context. What would be their utopian goal ?

LTF: 1find it very interesting that your references always have a

1 ln 1975 Bas Jan Ad er disoppeared at sea whi le trying to sai! from t he Eost Coast of the
United States t o Europe as port of o project t itled /n Search of the M,raculous. This was conceived
os o t hree-port w ork: o lonely nighttime walk from the hills of Los A ngeles down to t he seo,
document ed in photogra phs; t he Atlontic crossing; o night wol k t hrough Amsterdam, mirroring
the LA photogrophs.
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conncct1on with Brazilian culture. Which brings me to your origins .
You talk a lot about your family and where you come from .

PB:

1 come

from o place that has been constituted and recognised

as Bra zi l in th e last five hundred years . Not too long if you put it in
perspective.
lt 1s a giant country, complex and with some aspects that differ from the
weste rn culture of the north. lt is a place between worlds, or made up of
m any worlds .
This seems peculiar because the pattern of recognition and most of the
lexicon of the contemporary art system is impregnated by European and
American culture, in general, a cultural pattern that has great difficulty
dealing with the Other.
1 remember

when I first heard the phrase " São Paulo is so for away".

1 found it amusing because I had always constructed the phrase from the

opposite point of view.
Many of my references are from here, because I am from her e a nd the
world is for away.

LTF: You grew up in the country 's interior, for frorn the sea . Do you th ink
that has any influence on your work?

PB: For as for back as I rernember, the land has been a hugely irnportant
part of rny constitution . The land as a place, frorn the physical point of
view, in terms of its particular gravity, density, air humidity, smell this was always a focus of rny attention and it was how I learned to see/
feel things .
Most likely it would have been different if I had been born in a different
place.
There is a lucky coincidence in the meanings of the word "int erior·· in
Portuguese, inside, as a place t hat is geographically distant frorn the sea,
the wilderness, and at the sarne tirne the internai part of ones bod ies. 1
always found this linguistic coincidence between the body and the land
to be very appropriate. That 'within oneself' and 'with in the land' would
be spoken/written and thus conceived in the sarne way.
This kind of interchangeable flu idity between body and world is an
important part of the thinking l've been trying to develop.
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LTF: Maybe that is the source of your incredi ble relationship with the
materiais you work with?

PB: ln the moment of recognition between two bodies, whatever they
may be, before any meaning is formed there is a fleeting lapse of pure
experience. This initial strangeness is very fertile on stimulus and often
serves as an indicator of possible pathways.
l'm speaking about method here.
Conceptually, it interests me to bring bodies into relation with each
other in a kind of negotiated equilibrium, usually at the limits of their
fragility. lt's a kind of crazy attempt to freeze that lapse of understanding
between them .
So that's why my sculptures sometimes cause a certain discomfort, a
physical sensation of frag ilit y and/or instability. ln many cases it's just a
sensation, not a fact; in others, they are indeed quite vulnerable. But it
seems to me that th is discomfort comes from observation, or somet1mes
from the simple sensation that th e unity of a sculptural body is not
completely 'airt ight'. That unity is only a momentary composit ion of
bodies, within which each remai n separate. A unit that can dissolve and
regroup in a completely different order at any t ime.

LTF: Having had the possibility of being w it h you and seeing your process
of assembl ing the exhibit ion , 1 see how t his relationsh ip of learning w it h
t he mater ial is fundamental to the final result. lt is such a close, intense
relationship that you become inseparable from matter...

PB: l've never qu ite been able to get over the urge to experience things
t hrough all my senses. lt's a sequence that begins with looking, then
touch, then smell and always ends with tasting. Of course. today I can
go through this process without having to put it in my mouth any more,
but the basic impulse is almost always the sarne.
This doesn't necessarily entail prioritising experience over
conceptualisation. For me it's rather an attempt to make it so t hese
processes cannot be separated.
There is a poem by João Cabral de Melo Neto called " Educação Pela
Pedra" (Education by Stone) which includes the line: "para aprender da
pedra , frequentá-la" (to learn from the stone, to frequent it).
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LTF: There 1s a latent sensuality in your work, perhaps because 1t relates
so strongly to the body. Is there is a separation between your body and
the sculpture 1 Between your energy and the energy of your work?

PB: The limits of the body are difficult to define. Of course our skin acts
as a kind of container for our bodies. This often g1ves me a feeling of
comfort, but at other times it seems to me half suffocating. But then the
skin is permeable ...
Everything in the world, in my view, is bodies. Energies pass between
bodies.
From the moment that there is an identification, whatever this might be,
between distinct bodies the energies present in these two bodies beg in
to flow from one to the other and also to leak into the environment.
That is why powerful bodies contaminate environments with their power.
There are different intensities of exchange, different leveis of energy, an
infinite multitude of possible relationships.

LTF: ln the case of this exhibition, the space (the White Pavilion of the
Museu de Lisboa - Palácio Pimenta) is fundamentally important to the
works. lt is a building with lots of character surrounded by a garden that
has its own strong character too. How did you deal with ali this?

PB: ln my view, space is one of the elements that make up a sculpture.
The work always has a relationship to the space that surrounds it, a
relationship that seems totally different to me in the case of the pictorial
field, for example.
This is a feature of the field of sculpture in which, generally speaking,
my work fits.
On this basis, there is no "transparent" space for me. A white cube or
a garden need to be considered in the sarne way, each in terms of their
particular characteristics.
ln the case of the White Pavilion, the permeability that exists between
the building and the garden requires the involvement of the artist with
the externa! elements in addition to the sculptures themselves. The space
forces you to leave that often obsessive relationship with the work and
to enter into a dialogue. There is the whole process of conceiving the
works in the studio and another process where one tries to understand
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how these works relate to a garden that penetrates ali the exh1b1tion
rnoms.
At that moment the understanding of the exhibition in the dimens1on of
its installat1on 1s very important.

LTF: Another interest ing question is the experimentation phase. 1 feel
that ali the works are placed and then you wait to see 1f they work in
the end, if the materiais make sense togethe r, if the balance ex1sts ... what
is it like work1ng in this limbo?

PB: lf the balance will hold .. .
1 don't know what it's like to work any other way.
1 have

the impression that the things I do are born and are t here in the

world conceiving themselves.

LTF: Your work is pretty monochrome - what's your relationsh ip wit h
'colour'?

PB: Most of the t ime the colou r comes from the material and I prefer
to use materiais in their raw state. ln t his case, the colour enters as
another const itutive element of the matter itself, as well as transparency,
shine, weight, flexibilit y and so on. Until recently the only dyeing I did
was black. But black is not a colour. This situation creates abrupt
contrasts. Pairings that offer a really strong opposition.
ln t he works l've been doing lately I still wouldn 't say that l'm working
with colou r, but there are some other variations other than black and
especially, l'm experiment ing w ith less striking contrasts.
Basically, 1 don't feel compelled to introduce an element of colour that is
externa! to the universe of relationships that constitute the work.

LTF: 1 wanted to talk a bit about the titles. They work like that last
piece of a puzzle that has to fit perfectly for the whole to make sense.
Moreover they are sim pie in terms of the language, but carry a huge
impact.

PB: lt is interesting that my notebooks are ali written . There are a few
drawings, usually plans or outlines of spaces, some designs for moulds,
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but generally there 1s iust text.
ln fact the titles are an important part of the works , completing them
in an abstract sense. Maybe they serve to make the work ex1st in a
d1mens1on beyond phys1cahty.

LTF: The work 'Cipoal com Pedras' (V,nes with Stones) is an ode of
respect to time. You 've worked on th1 s work with a patience and a focus
that you rarely find in the fast, disposable world we live

1n.

How do you

see time in your work as a whole and in your individual pieces?

PB: One of the most corrosive things of this system in which we hve 1s
the fact that it's necessary to sei! our time to be able to acquire thing s
that supposedly guarantee the realisation of the fui! potential of t he
individual. And when this absurd operation 1s completed , we can only go
back to the beginning and sei! our time again in order to consume more
things that will supposedly give us that power and so on
and so on foreve r.
One of the first things I remember struggling as I began to devote myself
solely to thinking about and produc1ng my work was with the div1sion
of time into th e day-to-day cycle of the city. lt was so strange that
the atmosphere was different on Sunday. Or that a Monday felt like a
Monday, even if I wasn 't working.
1 was only in the normative productive sphere of the city fo r a few years,

and even then only in jobs that didn't respect so-called office hours .
Nevertheless. that cycle is so dominant it ended up haunting me even
after I decided to give up part1cipating 1n it.
At that point I realised how taking possession of time itself can be a
radical act1on. And from there choosing by what criteria our time
will be ordered.
The fact of having grown up away from the city with an expanded
percept1on of time made this situation somehow familiar to me.
However, it was necessary to have the experience of the total loss of
jurisd1ction over my time

1n

order to understand th e need to assume this

as a conscious and ultimately political decision.

